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Rachel Feller
✓ My mother’s mother’s 

mother.
✓ Born Hirlau, Romania, 

1890.



Rachel Feller
✓ Immigrated March 1910.
✓ Married Leon Fine, 

Ottawa, July 1910.



Rachel Feller
2 daughters:
✓ Anne
✓ Sarah



Rachel Feller
Zaidy and Bubby Fine, 
circa 1965



Rachel Feller

S.S. Haverford



Etta Baila Arnovitch
✓ Bubby’s aunt was the 

first Feller in Canada.
✓ “Sponsored” the 

immigration of Bubby’s 
brother and sister to 
Brandon, Manitoba 
(circa 1902).



Sam Arnovitch
✓ Etta Beila’s son was 

Sam; Bubby Fine’s first 
cousin.

✓ Born Montreal (?), 
circa 1891.

✓ Moved to Manitoba 
before 1901.



Sam Arnovitch

✓ 1901 Census: Brandon
✓ 1911 Census: Winnipeg; real estate
✓ 1921 Census: Winnipeg; buyer
✓ 1935 Voter’s list: Winnipeg; furrier
✓ 1940 Voter’s list: Edmonton; salesman
✓ 1949 Voter’s list: Vancouver; retired



Sam Arnovitch
Winnipeg Tribune, March 
30,1917:
“... a Winnipeg fur dealer ...”



Sam Arnovitch

End of story. ✓ No trace after 1949.
✓ No death record.
✓ No gravestone.
✓ No family.



Sam Arnovitch

End of story. 
Until ...



Sam Arnovitch

… which pointed to 
this document ... 

Archives of Manitoba



Sam Arnovitch

… which which turned 
out to be probate 
records.
New facts:
✓ By 1954, Sam had died.
✓ Someone cared about 

his estate.



Sam Arnovitch: death
“... Samuel Arnovitch late of 
the City of Winnipeg … died 
on or about the third day of 
April A.D. 1954 at the City 
of Montreal …”
“... intestate …”



Sam Arnovitch: death
✓ Paperman & Sons 

provided funeral 
services (for $61.63).

✓ Paid by Coroner Richard 
Duckett.



Sam Arnovitch
✓ April 4, 1954
✓ Male; 63 years 
✓ 1181 de la Montagne
✓ “mort subite”
✓ “cause inconnue”



Sam Arnovitch
✓ Had moved into third-

floor room two weeks 
before.

✓ Landlady had not seen 
him for a while.

✓ Found dead on his bed.
✓ Sam had told the 

landlady “que son coeur 
était malade.”



Sam Arnovitch: death
✓ Had been on social 

assistance in Vancouver 
since 1949.

✓ Diabetic and heart 
conditions.

✓ Single man; no next of 
kin.



Sam Arnovitch: estate
✓ Who was interested in 

his estate? Lawyers!
✓ BC Supreme Court 

judgment against Sam 
(December 1953); we 
don’t know what the 
matter was.

✓ $2141.23 + court taxes.



Sam Arnovitch: estate
✓ $1188.03 owed by fur- 

auction firm.
✓ 688 muskrat skins 

(worth $584.80).
✓ Personal effects: watch; 

lighter; handbag; $61.63 
(paid to Paperman for 
the funeral).



Sam Arnovitch: estate
✓ Winnipeg lawyer gained 

administration of Sam’s 
estate.

✓ Half went to plaintiff.
✓ Half was the “solicitor’s 

disbursement.”

?



Sam Arnovitch
✓ What reduced Sam to 

zero?
✓ Why did he come back 

to the city of his birth 
after 60+ years only to 
die 2 weeks later?

✓ Where is he buried? 
(Baron de Hirsch A-5)

?



Sam Arnovitch

?
Bubby Fine



1181 de la Montagne today 


